Abstract-Vehicular localization has witnessed significant attention due to the growing number of location-based services in vehicular cyber physical systems (VCPS). In vehicular localization, GPS outage is a challenging issue considering the growing urbanization including high rise buildings, multilevel flyovers and bridges. GPS-free and GPS-assisted cooperative localization techniques have been suggested in the literature for GPS outage. Due to the cost of infrastructure in GPS-free techniques, and the absence of location aware neighbors in cooperative techniques, efficient and scalable localization is a challenging task in VCPS. In this context, this paper proposes a geometry-based localization for GPS outage in VCPS (GeoLV). It is a GPS-assisted localization which reduces location-aware neighbor constraint of cooperative localization. GeoLV utilizes mathematical geometry to estimate vehicle location focusing on vehicular dynamics and road trajectory. The static and dynamic relocations are performed to reduce the impact of GPS outage on location-based services. A case study based comparative performance evaluation has been carried out to assess the efficiency and scalability of GeoLV. It is evident from the results that GeoLV handles both shorter and longer GPS outage problem better than the state-of-the-art techniques in VCPS.
. The cyber and physical world in VCPS environments, vehicleto-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), vehicle-to-personal devices (V2P), vehicle-to-roadside (V2R), vehicle-to-sensors (V2S) communication.
system attest the worthiness of location information [3] . The services include cooperative vehicular communication for safety, navigation, emergency response and driver assistance [4] , [5] . Recently, vehicular localization has witnessed significant attention due to the growing number of location-based services in VCPS [6] .
Initially, GPS-based localization techniques were developed for VCPS environments, due to the widespread adaptation of GPS for localization considering simplicity and cost effective solution. Various location based services have been developed using GPS-based localization for safety and efficiency in transportation [7] [8] [9] . GPS-based location of vehicles has been utilized for measuring vehicle density on roads [7] , predicting collision at junctions [8] , and determining roadside unite (RSU) location [9] . GPS-based localization implicitly assumes nondisruptive availability of GPS signal with sufficient quality, from at least two satellites throughout the VCPS environments [10] . Considerable performance degradation in GPS-based localization has been observed in case of GPS-outage 1 in VCPS environments with high rise buildings, multi-level flyovers and different types of road trajectories [16] . This has resulted as the development of infrastructure-based GPS-free localization techniques [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . 1 It refers to unavailability of GPS signal from sufficient number of satellites to the GPS receiver attached with a vehicle resulting in incapability in calculating location.
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GPS-free localization includes received signal strength indicator (RSSI) based localization [11] , radio frequency identification (RFID) based localization [12] , [13] , and RSU based localization [14] , [15] . These GPS-free localizations are based on either radio ranging techniques including RSSI, and Time of Arrival (TOA), or RFID techniques. However, the performance of radio ranging techniques significantly degrades due to the mobility in VCPS environments, particularly with high rise buildings and multi-level flyovers [16] . The deployment of RFID tags on roads or RSU alongside roads significantly increases the cost of infrastructure for localization [17] . The concerns over the technical feasibility of infrastructure deployment, and the rising cost of GPS-free localization, push the new way of solution for GPS outage problem.
Recently, GPS-assisted cooperative localization has received significant attention as cost-effective and feasible solution for GPS outage problem [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In cooperative localization, vehicles utilize GPS in case of availability of signal. Cooperative communication among neighboring vehicles as present knowledge, and last GPS data as past knowledge, are utilized in case of GPS outage for shorter or longer duration. Shorter outage occurs on single road section, whereas longer outage involves multiple curved or angular road sections. It includes grid based localization using cooperative neighbors (two or more) [18] , [19] , Doppler shift based localization [20] , GPS pseudo range based localization [21] , and data fusion using Kalman filter based localization [22] , [23] . However, the presence of two or more location aware neighbor is the constraint of grid based localizations. The undesirable aspects of range rating technique include the performance degradation in the presence of radio obstacles, and the minimum speed difference requirement for observable Doppler shift. The limitation of pseudo range based localization is the assumption of availability of GPS pseudo range from four common satellites. The assumption of relative positioning capability with neighboring vehicles is the constraint of data fusion based localizations. The impact of GPS outage on location-based services is not considered in the aforementioned localization techniques.
In summary, most of the GPS-assisted localization techniques have assumed the availability of sufficient number of (two or more) location aware neighboring vehicles for location fusion [18] , [19] . The minimum speed difference between the target vehicle and its neighboring vehicles has been assumed, which is required to generate observable Doppler shift [20] . We argue both the assumptions including GPS aware neighboring vehicles, and the minimum speed difference are infeasible. Firstly, if a vehicle faces GPS outage on specific VCPS environments, how its neighboring vehicles in the same environments could know their GPS location. Therefore, if the target vehicle faces GPS outage, its neighboring vehicles would also face GPS outage. To this end, a localization technique addressing GPS outage problem must be free from the requirement of location aware neighbors. Secondly, the minimum speed difference could not be guaranteed in urban environments, considering higher traffic density and speed limitation rules. It reduces the applicability of minimum speed difference based range rating techniques for localization in urban VCPS environments. It is worth noting that the efficient relocation 2 reduces the impact of GPS outage on location-based services.
In this context, this paper proposes geometry-based localization for GPS outage in VCPS environments (GeoLV). It is a GPS-assisted localization which reduces the two assumptions of cooperative localization. The assumptions include location aware neighboring vehicles, and the minimum speed difference between the target vehicle and its neighboring vehicles. Compared to literature on GPS-assisted localization, our novelty focuses on geometry-based localization by utilizing vehicular dynamics, road trajectories. It neither requires location aware neighboring vehicles, nor the minimum speed difference between the target and neighboring vehicles. Specifically, we aim to answer the following four questions:
1) How to convert shorter GPS outage problem on straight road section into a geometrical problem, and how it can be solved using vehicular dynamics? 2) How to convert longer GPS outage problem on curved and angular road sections into a geometrical problem, and how it can be solved using road trajectory along with vehicular dynamics? 3) How to reduce the impact of GPS outage on location based services in VCPS environments using static and dynamic relocations? 4) Is the provisioned geometry-based localization efficient and scalable, considering the impact of GPS outage duration and vehicle density on the performance of GeoLV? The rest of the article is organized into following sections. Section II reviews related literature on localization in VCPS focusing on GPS-based, GPS-free, and GPS-assisted localizations. Section III presents the detail of the proposed GeoLV including the conversion of GPS outage problems into geometrical problems with their solution. Section IV discusses analytical and case study based comparative performance evaluation, followed by conclusion made in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK

A. GPS-Based Localization
GPS-based localization has been utilized to track vehicles and measure the congestion based on the current speed of traffic on roads [7] . A route planning service initially suggests better route for the termed destination by comparing the traffic speed on each route, before the start of the journey. The initial route suggestion has been updated using GPS-based localization aided real time traffic information. The complexity analysis and mathematical validation of the route planner have not been provided. GPS based localization has been enhanced to cope up in urban canyon vehicular environments [10] . The minimum number of GPS satellite requirement for localization have been reduced from four to two satellites. An extended Kalman filter with indirect solution approach has been utilized to solve the path resembling problem for a vehicle, from the pieces of curve of road network.
The constraint in terms of GPS signal from at least two satellites reduces the applicability of the localization.
The performance of inter-vehicle communication aided by GPS-based localization has been tested and analyzed through a collision predictor system [8] . Collisions at junction have been avoided by deviating from the trajectories which intersect at junctions. GPS outage problem has not been considered in this collision predictor system. GPS-based location of mobile vehicle and RSSI have been utilized to measure the location of RSUs [9] . A mobile vehicle has been used to collect RSSI of RSUs, and tag the information with own location before uploading to a server. The server has been used by vehicles to query location. In most of the works on GPS-based localization, either the GPS outage problem is not considered at all [7] [8] [9] or partially considered [10] .
B. GPS-Free Localization
RFID based localization has been suggested considering RFID tags on roads and RFID readers with vehicles [12] . Specifically, a new design of RFID reader for vehicular environment has been explored focusing on adaptive scheduling of read attempt. RFID tag deployment strategy has been suggested by deriving the tag deployment distance between two consecutive tags for junctions and continuous roads. RFID based localization has been improved using a kinematics integration algorithm [13] . It enables the estimation of location of vehicles without RFID coverage. Thus, the requirement of number of RFID tags on roads has been reduced. More precisely, in case of a vehicle on a tag on road, the tag's location has been considered as the location of the vehicle. The last tag's location and vehicle's kinematics have been utilized to estimate the location of a vehicle, which is out of range of any tag. However, the cost of two types of infrastructure, e.g., RFID tags on roads, and RFID reader with vehicles, reduces the feasibility of the localization.
For reducing the infrastructure cost of RFID-based localization from two types of infrastructure to one type infrastructure (RFID tags on roads), RSU based localization has been suggested using two-way reciprocal Time of Arrival (TOA) ranging technique [14] . Two sets of beacon messages from a pair of RSUs have been utilized by a vehicle to calculate distance from the pair of RSUs. The distance is converted into the location of vehicle using the known location of RSUs. An enhancement in RSU based localization has been suggested by reducing the number of RSU requirement from two RSUs to one RSU [15] . Kalman filter has been utilized to enhance the estimated location by fusing range based distance and vehicle's kinematics information. However, the deployment and maintenance of RSUs alongside roads is a challenging task considering the feasibility and cost aspects. The GPS-free localization techniques are based on either radio ranging techniques including RSSI and TOA, or RFID technique. The performance of radio ranging techniques significantly degrades in VCPS environments [16] . Moreover, the deployment of RFID tags on roads and attaching RFID readers with vehicles increase the infrastructure cost of localization, as compared to the usage of GPS with enhancement techniques [17] .
C. GPS-Assisted Localization
Grid based localization has been suggested for detection and tracking of vehicles [18] . It has been assumed that vehicles are equipped with laser scanner, short range radar and odometer. A multiple hypothesis tracker integrated with interacting model filter has been utilized for tracking on-the-move vehicles. An enhancement in grid based localization (GOT) has been suggested with the help of three location aware neighboring vehicles [19] . It reduces the equipment requirement considered in [18] . The localization is based on the four different geographical patterns of three location aware neighboring vehicles. A location estimation technique has been derived using only addition operation. Thus, reduction in error propagation has been claimed from exponential to linear. The constraint in terms of the presence of three location aware neighboring vehicles reduces the applicability of grid based localization. The constraint of grid based localization has been reduced using Doppler shift [20] . A range rating technique has been utilized to enhance location information, without concerning on the availability of exact number of location aware neighbors. Doppler shift of the received signals from neighboring vehicles has been considered at the target vehicle. The limitation of range rating technique based localization is the requirement of minimum speed difference, for the observable Doppler shift in received signals.
For addressing the limitation of range rating technique based localization, tight integration based localization has been explored utilizing the concept of differential GPS (DGPS) [21] . The error in low level GPS data, i.e., pseudo range, has been corrected by obtaining double differences of observed pseudo ranges. Kalman filter has been utilized as the process and observation models in relative positioning of neighboring vehicles. Although the tight integration does not depend on radio ranging and range rating techniques yet, the constraint in terms of signal from two common GPS satellites reduces the applicability of the localization in urban vehicular environments. Another GPSassisted localization using Kalman filter has been suggested focusing on inter vehicle communication (IVCAL) [22] . Relative distance from neighbors obtained via vehicular communication has been utilized to reduce the impact of line-of-sight and multipath related issues in localization. The location enhancement has been performed using Kalman filter based data fusion. The data fusion in cooperative localization has been improved using split covariance intersection filter, to reduce the consequences of inter-estimate correlation [23] . The undesirable aspect of data fusion based localization is the assumption of relative positioning capability with neighboring vehicles, or in other words location aware neighboring vehicles. In case of correlated successive positioning estimates, the effectiveness of data fusion using Kalman filter significantly reduces due to the error propagation.
III. GEOMETRY BASED LOCALIZATION FOR GPS OUTAGE
In this section, the design of the proposed GPS-assisted localization is presented in detail. It is assumed that each vehicle can measure speed, direction and time with sufficient accuracy. In GeoLV, a vehicle utilizes geometrical-model-based estimation to derive its current location in case of GPS outage. 
A. Case I: Location Estimation on Straight Road Section
In the first case, i.e.,
• , a vehicle receives GPS signal while moving on a straight road section. After a short period, the vehicle faces GPS outage problem on the same road section as depicted in Fig. 2 . In this situation, the problem of estimation of present location on a straight road section is converted into a geometrical problem as depicted in Fig. 3 . The problem can be geometrically stated as finding the location of a vehicle on a road section, which is D distance away from the known location on the same road section. In (1).
The GPS outage problem on a straight road section can be solved using geometrical derivation of circle and line. To this end, a circle C 1 of radius D with past location (x i , y i ) as center is considered, to convert the GPS outage problem into a geometrical problem as depicted in Fig. 3 . In terms of geometry, the problem is to find the intersection point (x i , y i ) between the circle C 1 and line l 1 , given the information related to vehicular dynamics. The center of the circle (x i , y i ) is a known location, and thus, the point (x i , y i ) on line l 1 is also known. Therefore, equation of circle C 1 and line l 1 can be expressed as given by (2) and (3), respectively.
and,
The current unknown location (x i , y i ) is a point on the circle C 1 and line l 1 . Therefore, the point satisfies (2) and (3). This can be expressed as given in (4) and (5).
By using (5), (4) can be simplified into two forms of quadratic equations as expressed by (6) and (7).
The two quadratic equations are solved to obtain the current location of vehicle v i as expressed by (8) .
B. Case II: Location Estimation on Curved Road Sections
In the second case,
• , a vehicle v i receives GPS signal while moving on a road section. After a period, when the vehicle changes its direction and enters on a curved road section, the vehicle faces GPS outage problem on the curved road section as depicted in Fig. 4 . In this situation, the problem of estimation of present location on double curved road sections, is converted into a geometrical problem as depicted in Fig. 5 .
In this geometrical problem,
× s i represent the distance traveled by v i on first and second road section considering average travel time and speed. The GPS outage problem on double curved road sections can be solved using geometrical derivation of two circles and lines. To this end, two circles C 2 and C 3 , and lines l 2 and l 3 are considered.
In terms of geometry, the problem is to find the intersection point (x i , y i ) between the circle C 2 and line l 2 . Another line l 3 is considered which passes through the center of circle C 2 and intersects line l 2 with an angle θ 2 . The center of the circle (x i , y i ) is a known location, and thus, a point (x i , y i ) on the 
The knowledge of distance D and last known location (x i , y i ) can be utilized to derive the equation of the circle C 2 as expressed by (10) .
(10) Similarly, the equation of line l 3 which passes through the last know location (x i , y i ) with direction d i can be derived as expressed by (11) .
By using (11), (10) can be simplified into two forms of quadratic equations as expressed by (12) and (13).
The two quadratic equations are solved to obtain the values of (x, y) as expressed by (14) .
Further, the current location (x i , y i ) is a point on circle C 2 . Therefore, the location satisfies (10) of circle C 2 as expressed by (15) .
Similarly, the equation of line l 2 which passes through the current location (x i , y i ) with direction d i can be derived as expressed by (16) .
The equation of line l 2 is simplified using (14) . The simplified equation of line l 2 can be expressed as given by (17) .
where
represents a constant value.
The (15) of circle C 2 is simplified using (17) to obtain a quadratic equation as expressed by (18) .
Similarly, another quadratic equation is obtained from (15) of circle C 2 using (17). The quadratic equation can be expressed as given by (19) .
The quadratic (18) and (19) are solved to obtain the current location of the vehicle v i as expressed by (20) .
C. Case-III: Location Estimation on Angular Road Sections
In the third case,d i ⊥d i or d i ∼ = d i after passing some perpendicular road sections, a vehicle v i receives GPS signal while moving on a road section. After a period, the vehicle passes through multiple angular road sections of perpendicular direction. It experiences GPS outage problem on a section as de- picted in Fig. 6 . In this situation, the problem of estimation of present location while passing on more than two angular road sections, is converted into a geometrical problem as depicted in Fig. 7 . In generalized case of this geometrical problem, i.e., N rs number of road sections, the past heading distance D H , and present heading distance D H can be calculated as given by (21) and (22) .
Where the travel distance on each road section can be estimated as
considering average speed and travel time. By utilizing the past and present heading distance, distance D between past (x i , y i ) and present (x i , y i ) locations can be expressed as given by (23) .
The generalized geometrical problem can be solved, by considering a circle C 4 with radious of length D and two lines l 4 and l 5 towards the past and present heading directions, respectively. The solution steps are quite similar to the steps followed in case-II for estimating present location derived in (20) . The consideration of +/− for location coordinate depends on the association of current direction of the vehicle with four poles of polar coordinate system.
D. Relocation
The static and dynamic relocations are proposed to reduce the impact of GPS outage on location-based services.
1) Static Relocation:
The vehicles belonging to the geographical area of the transmission range of source and destination pair, perform static relocation for a location-based service affected from GPS outage. The determination of current location of source and destination pair of a location-based service is the primary goal of static relocation. It is related to the specific geographical region. The vehicles going out of the region leave the duty, and the vehicles entering the region join the duty of static relocation. It is activated by the source and destination pair of a location-based service affected from GPS outage by sending land mark request. The neighboring vehicles accept the request, and send land mark reply. The request includes the geographical region, past and present direction, speed, and expected lifetime E lt of static relocation. The expected lifetime is calculated using relative information as expressed by (24) . • − 45
dynamic relocation request to its neighbor. (25) . Fig. 8 . Similarly, the weight of speed W s i is calculated based on the ratio of speed between neighboring and the intermediate vehicles, as expressed by (26) . 
IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
In this section, analytical and case study based simulation results are discussed for analyzing the performance of the proposed geometry based vehicular localization system. This section is broadly divided into three parts. In the first part, analytical results are discussed. In the second part, simulation setting and comparative analysis of results are discussed. A summary of observations is presented in the third part.
A. Analytical Results
The characteristics of the mathematical derivations are analytically analyzed using mathematical tool. The analytical analysis evaluates the performance of mathematical formulations obtained for addressing GPS outage problem in VCPS environments. Most of the parameters considered for generating analytical results are mentioned with result itself. The major parameters include the distance D travelled during GPS outage time, current direction d i , and expected lifetime of relocation E lt .
The analytical evaluation of the location estimation for shorter GPS outage under case I, i.e.,
• is presented in Fig. 9 • , is presented in Fig. 10 . The evaluation focuses on the impact of difference in direction |d i − d i | on the estimation of current location (x i , y i ). In this case also, the estimation of current (x i , y i ) is analyzed in a polar coordinate system considering locations at the four poles. The positive and negative sides of both x-axis and y-axis are considered, which are represented by x i and y i , respectively. The z-axis represents the difference in direction 0 . This is due the conversion of location estimation from case II to case I with |d i − d i | approaching towards 180 0 . Secondly, it is also notable that the impact of |d i − d i | on the current location (x i , y i ) is unilaterally equal in all the four poles of the coordinate system. This can be attributed to the fact that the four corners of the two rectangles point the surfaces (represents the estimated current positions with specific direction), which are equal in height in all the four poles.
The analytical evaluation of static relocation is presented in Fig. 11 . The impact of relative distance D r and speed s r on expected lifetime E lt is shown in Fig. 11(a) . The impact of relative direction d r and speed s r on expected lifetime E lt is shown in Fig. 11(b) . Form the close observation of both results, the following two points are noteworthy. Firstly, the sharp increment in expected lifetime E lt with larger relative distance D r and lower relative speed s r . Secondly, the sharp decrement in expected lifetime E lt with larger relative direction d r and higher relative speed s r . The observations are clearly verifiable from the mathematical derivation of E lt . The longer expected lifetime with the larger relative distance and lower relative speed reduces the impact of GPS outage time on the location-based services. The shorter expected lifetime with the larger relative direction and higher relative speed enhances the efficiency of location-based services during GPS outage.
The analytical evaluation of dynamic relocation is presented in Fig. 12 . The results in Fig. 12(a) • . The impact of ratio of speed on the weight of speed W s i is shown in Fig. 12(b) . It can be clearly observed that the weight poses highest value, when the intermediate and neighbor vehicles have equivalent driving speed, i.e., 
decrement is represented by the third case of the derivation of W s i , i.e., β s i s i n . The weight poses the lowest value, when the ratio of speed between neighbor and the intermediate vehicles reaches to two or more.
The impact of number of direction changes on the corresponding weight is presented in Fig. 12(c) . It is noteworthy that the weight W N d i increases marginally with two or fewer direction change. The increment is very sharp with more than two direction changes, particularly with three, four direction changes. It is also notable that the impact of N d i on the weight reduces sharply when the weight reaches higher than 0.4. The impact of number of speed changes on the corresponding weight is presented in Fig. 12(d) . It can be observed that the weight increases marginally with four or fewer speed changes. The increment is very sharp with more than four speed changes, particularly with six and eight speed changes. It is also noteworthy that the impact of N d i on the weight reduces sharply when the weight reaches higher than 0.4, which is quite similar to the case of number of direction changes.
B. Case Study
In this section, simulations carried out to evaluate the performance of GeoLV is presented focusing on environment setting, metrics, and comparative analysis of results. The following two objectives were aimed for performing case study based simulations. First, to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of GeoLV in handling GPS outage problem, in comparison with the state-of-the-art techniques including GOT [19] and IVCAL [22] considering real road network. Second, to measure the impact of GPS outage time and density of vehicles on the performance of GeoLV and the state-of-the-art techniques.
1) Simulation Setting and Metrics: Simulations are carried out using network simulator ns-2 with supporting applications including mobility model generation for vehicular environment (MOVE) [24] and a geographic information system known as ArcGIS [25] . MOVE which is developed on the top of simulation for urban mobility, is utilized for generating realistic vehicular network scenario on the real road map of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (see. Fig. 13 ). It is worth noting that the capital city is full of high rise buildings alongside roads, and thus, GPS outage is a serious issue in the city. The two main modules of MOVE namely, road map editor, and vehicle movement editor are utilized to create realistic vehicular scenario. The vehicular scenario features number of vehicles, speed of vehicles, speed range on a specific road section, flows in each lane, traffic lights at junctions, and probability of turning left or right for vehicles at junctions. ArcGIS is utilized to embed two-dimensional location coordinates on the city road map, which is obtained via open street map web application.
The three types of road structures are the focus of experiments. Firstly, the vehicles passing through the straight roads are considered to evaluate the localization capability of GeoLV under shorter GPS outage problem of case I. Secondly, the vehicles passing through curve and angular roads are considered to examine the localization capability under longer GPS outage of case II and III. Thirdly, in hybrid road environment, some vehicles are selected from straight roads and some from curved and angular roads to assess the impact of static and dynamic relocations on the performance of location-based services.
On the city road map, [200 − 1000] vehicles are considered moving with the speed range [20 − 80 km/h]. For testing location estimation under the three cases, vehicles moving on city scenario periodically record their locations at the rate of 1s. For testing static and dynamic relocations, vehicles record their locations as well as communicate with the location-based service running on designated vehicles. For simulating GPS outage, the vehicles passing through the specific type of road sections including straight, curved, and angular with high rise building alongside roads, stop using ArcGIS embedded GPS locations, and start using GeoLV calculated locations for periodic recording. The random switch-off from ArcGIS embedded location recording is also considered for simulating random GPS outage problem, without considering the road sections. As signal propagation model for communication, shadowing is considered with path loss exponent 5 and shadowing deviation . Following successive decreasing importance, the considered decisive factors include α = 0.75, β = 0.187, γ = 0.046, and δ = 0.017 with the constraint (α + β + γ + δ = 1). For other general parameter setting, readers are suggested to follow the parameter table considered in [26] .
As localization performance metrics, location error is measured when vehicles pass through the point of interest road sections including straight, curved, or angular roads. It is the difference between ArcGIS embedded GPS location and the location calculated using GeoLV. The localization delay is measured as the average successive location calculation time, during GPS outage on a specific road section. The impact of GPS outage time, and density of vehicles are considered for measuring both metrics on the city road map.
2) Analysis of Results: a) Impact of GPS outage time:
A comparison of the impact of GPS outage time on location error between GeoLV and the state-of-the-art techniques is presented in Fig. 14(a) -(d) considering different speed of vehicles. It can be clearly observed that the location error of GeoLV is lower and stable, whereas the error increases with longer GPS outage time in case of the state-of-the-art techniques. The observation affirms the capability of GeoLV in handling GPS outage. This can be attributed to the accurate location estimation of GeoLV on single and multiple road sections using geometry, with the knowledge vehicular dynamics and road trajectory. The location error of the state-of-the-art techniques increases with longer GPS outage time, i.e., [60 − 300 s]. This is due to the relative distance based localization among neighboring vehicles in GOT and IVCAL. The relative distances from neighbors are erroneous due to the unavailability of neighbor locations in case of GPS outage. Moreover, fuzzy geometry based localization in GOT is more effective, than the communication assisted localization in IVCAL. It is also worth noting that the location error of GeoLV as well as the state-of-the-art techniques increases with higher speed of vehicles, i.e., [20 − 80 km/h]. Although the location error increment in GeoLV is lower than those of the state-of-the-art techniques. This is due to the road geometry based distance calculation in GeoLV, whereas location based distance calculation in GOT and IVCAL.
A comparison of the impact of GPS outage time on localization delay between GeoLV and the state-of-the-art techniques is presented in Fig. 15 . This is due to the geometry based localization using vehicular dynamics and road trajectory, without depending on neighboring vehicles for distance calculation. The localization delay of the state-of-the-art techniques is longer as compared to that of GeoLV. The reason is the dependency on neighboring vehicles for relative distance calculation. The communication delay among neighboring vehicles (for sharing location in case of GOT, and relative distance in case of IVCAL) increases localization delay of the state-of-the-art techniques. It is also notable that the localization delay of the state-of-the-art techniques becomes longer with higher speed of vehicles. This is due to the communication failure with higher speed of vehicles in case of GOT and IVCAL.
b) Impact of density of vehicles: A comparison of the impact of density of vehicles on location error between GeoLV and the state-of-the-art techniques is presented in Fig. 16(a)-(d) considering different density of vehicles. It can be clearly observed that the location error of GeoLV is lower and stable. This can be attributed to the vehicular dynamics and road trajectory based self-localization capability of GeoLV without using information from neighboring vehicles. The location error of the state-of-the-art techniques decreases with higher density of vehicles, i.e., [200 − 1000] . This is due to the availability of location information in case of GOT, and relative distance information in case of IVCAL, from more neighboring vehicles. This improves location prediction, and thus, location error reduces. It is also worth noting that the location error of the state-of-the-art techniques stabilize with 800 and higher vehicle density. This can be attributed to the satisfaction of availability of either location information and relative distance information, from maximum number of neighboring vehicles requirement. Thus, further increase in density has no impact on location error of the state-of-the-art techniques.
A comparison of the impact of density of vehicles on localization delay between GeoLV and the state-of-the-art techniques is presented in Fig. 17(a)-(d) considering different density of vehicles. It is evident from results that the localization delay of GeoLV is smaller and stable, due to the non-dependency on neighboring vehicles for localization. The localization delay of the state-of-the-art techniques increases with the increment in density of vehicles, i.e., [200 − 1000] . This is due to the involvement of higher number of neighboring vehicles in localization process. It ultimately causes delay in localization due to the communication delay among neighboring vehicles. It is also noteworthy that the minimum localization delay is constrained for considered speed of vehicle [20 − 80 km/h], due to the error in calculating relative distance and location of neighboring vehicles. 
C. Summary of Observations
The following observations are made from the design, implementation and analysis of experimental results. The shorter GPS outage problem can be converted into geometrical problem on a straight road section. The problem on straight road section can be solved using vehicular dynamics. The longer GPS outage problem can be converted into geometrical problem on curved and angular road trajectories. The problem can be addressed using road trajectory along with vehicular dynamics. The harsh impact of GPS outage problem on location-based services can be effectively reduced using efficient static and dynamic relocations.
The analytical analysis of the proposed solution for shorter GPS outage problem affirms two points. Firstly, linear order displacement of current location with respect to the last known GPS location. Secondly, the sharper impact of larger travelling distance during GPS outage on current location. The analysis of the solution for longer GPS outage problem attests the higher impact of the increasing directional difference up to 90 0 , and lower impact with larger directional difference up to 180 0 . In static relocation, expected lifetime of relocation increases sharply with larger distance and lower relative speed. In dynamic relocation, weight component of direction poses the highest value with equal or opposite direction, and decreases with the increase in directional difference. The weight component of speed poses the highest value with equal speed, and decreases with the increase in ratio of speed.
As outage threshold, GeoLV predicts accurate location for the outage duration, till the vehicle travels on the same straight road in case I, or till the vehicle remains on curved road section in case II, or till the driving direction of the vehicle remains perpendicular or equal to the initial direction after passing adjoining angular road sections. In terms of procedural complexity, the execution of location prediction in road trajectory and past location based GeoLV is efficient than the neighboring vehicles location based prediction in GOT and IVCAL, due to the execution delay in communication with neighboring vehicles for location information in case of GOT and distance information in case of IVCAL.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a geometry-based location estimation technique is presented for GPS outage problem in VCPS environments. The solution of GPS outage problem focuses on shorter and longer outage with different types of road trajectories including straight, curved and angular road sections. The shorter GPS outage problem on straight road section is solved using the knowledge of vehicular dynamics. The longer GPS outage problem on curved and angular road sections is solved utilizing the knowledge of road trajectories along with vehicular dynamics. The proposed geometry-based localization technique is useful for aiding various location-based services in vehicular cyber physical systems environments. In future research, authors will be focusing on lane-level vehicular localization using geometrical concepts on tiles-based road network.
